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A Novel Safe and Flexible Control Strategy Based on Target Reaching for
the Navigation of Urban Vehicles I

José Vilca, Lounis Adouane and Youcef Mezouar

Institut Pascal, UBP/IFMA – UMR CNRS 6602, Clermont-Ferrand, France

Abstract

This paper presents a complete framework for reactive and flexible autonomous vehicle navigation. A human
driver reactively guides a vehicle to the final destination while performing a smooth trajectory and respecting
the road boundaries. The objective of this paper is to achieve similar behavior in an unmanned ground vehicle
to reach a static or dynamic target location. This is achieved by using a flexible control law based on a novel
definition of control variables and Lyapunov synthesis. Furthermore, a target assignment strategy to enable
vehicle navigation through successive waypoints in the environment is presented. An elementary waypoint
selection method is also presented to perform safe and smooth trajectories. The asymptotic stability of the
proposed control strategy is proved. In addition, an accurate estimation of the maximum error boundary,
according to the controller parameters, is given. With this indicator, the vehicle navigation will be safe
within a certain boundaries. Simulations and experiments are performed in different cases to demonstrate
the flexibility, reliability and efficiency of the control strategy. Our proposal is compared with different
navigation methods from the literature such as those based on trajectory following.

Keywords: Mobile robot navigation, Control architecture, Target reaching and following, Lyapunov
stability.

1. Introduction

Autonomous vehicle navigation is a complex
problem of major interest to the research com-
munity. Systems capable of performing efficient
and robust autonomous navigation are unquestion-
ably useful in many robotic applications such as
manufacturing technologies [1], urban transporta-
tion [2], assistance to disabled or elderly people
[3] and surveillance [4]. Although much progress
has been made, some specific technologies have to
be improved for effective application in real envi-
ronments. This paper particularly focuses on the
problem of autonomous navigation of vehicles in an
urban environment (cf. Fig. 1).

Different strategies for autonomous navigation
have been proposed in the literature [5], [6], [7].
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The most popular approaches are based on follow-
ing a pre-defined reference trajectory [8], [9]. Most
of the proposed control laws are dedicated to tra-
jectory tracking (to track a time-parametrized ref-
erence) [10] and path following (to follow a path
without explicit temporal references) [11]. These
methods link the control to a reference trajectory
which could be defined by a combination of path

Figure 1: Autonomous navigation of an electric vehicle in an
urban environment (Clermont-Ferrand, France).
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planning and trajectory generation techniques [12].
Typically, to obtain the reference path to be fol-

lowed by the robot, arc-lines, B-splines or polyno-
mial equations are used over points [13], [14], [5].
In [7] a feasible path is obtained using a polyno-
mial curvature spiral. In [8], the trajectory gener-
ation method provides a smooth path considering
the kinodynamic constraints of the vehicle. In [15],
straights line paths defined by the position and ori-
entation of a single waypoint are considered. In this
case, the orientation of the previous waypoint is not
taken into account to simplify the implementation
of the control law. Nevertheless, trajectory genera-
tion presents some drawbacks, such as the necessity
of a specific planning method, the proof of guaran-
tee of continuity between different segments of the
trajectory and the complexity for replanning. A
few works in the literature propose to use only spe-
cific set of way-points in the environment to lead
the robot toward its final objective. In [16], the
authors propose a navigation strategy via assigned
static points for a unicycle robot. This strategy
does not allow accurate navigation since the kine-
matic constraints of the robot (maximum velocity
and steering), the orientation error and the veloc-
ity profile of the robot when it reaches the assigned
point are not considered. Harmonic Potential Field
(HPF) is used to guide an unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) to a global waypoint with a position and a
direction of arrival in [17]. The author proposes a
virtual velocity field which allows to consider the
UAV model. Each vector component of the field
is treated as an intermediate waypoint with which
the robot must comply with it in order to reach the
global waypoint. Nonetheless, HPF requires a com-
plex mathematical modeling for different shapes or
dimension of the obstacles in the environment. In
this paper, we propose a navigation strategy which
avoids the pre-generation of any specific reference
trajectory. Vehicle movements are obtained accord-
ing to the proposed control law while considering
vehicle kinematic constraints and sequential way-
points to reach (defined by its position, orientation
and velocity). The vehicle can thus perform differ-
ent movements between waypoints without the ne-
cessity of replanning any reference trajectory, and it
can also add or change the location of the successive
waypoints according to the environment configura-
tion or to the task to achieve. Thus, this strategy
allows flexible navigation while taking into account
appropriate waypoints suitably placed in the envi-
ronment.

Different control methods for trajectory track-
ing and path-following dedicated to wheeled mobile
robots (unicycle, car-like robot, etc.) have been
proposed in the literature [10], [18] and [19]. In
[9], [10] and [20], nonlinear control laws for trajec-
tory tracking are synthesized for a unicycle robot
using Lyapunov stability analysis. The Lyapunov
functions used in these studies are based only on
distance and orientation errors. A trajectory track-
ing control for a farm vehicle, incorporating sliding
in the kinematic model, is proposed in [18]. For
the path-following problem, a control law for a tri-
cycle robot is proposed in [19] and [11]. They are
based on feedback linearization and chained form
representation [21]. The path-following controller
thus allows to make the lateral and longitudinal
control of the vehicle independent along the ref-
erence trajectory. Furthermore, the path-following
controller allows smoother convergence to the de-
sired path than the trajectory tracking controller
(designed for a time-parametrized trajectory) [22].
The trajectory tracking controller allows to track
the trajectory with a desired velocity profile, while
the path-following controller acts only on the ori-
entation to drive it along the path. Both, the path-
following and trajectory tracking controllers require
the pose of the closest point to the trajectory (w.r.t.
robot configuration) and/or the value of curvature
at this point (cf. Fig. 15) at each sample time
[21] and [10]. Although there exist a multitude of
techniques to compute these parameters, they can
add an error in certain situations thereby influenc-
ing the control of the mobile robot negatively [22]
and [18]. In this paper, a control law based on a
novel definition of control variables and Lyapunov
function is proposed. The synthesized control law
can perform either static or dynamic target reach-
ing using only its current pose and velocity. Us-
ing dynamic target reaching, trajectory following
can also be performed. The control law exhibits
good flexibility properties and it could be adapted
to different autonomous robotic applications such
as multi-robot formations (cf. Subsection 5.2).

It is not always required to follow a fixed path
with high fidelity, specifically in open or low-
constrained environments. We will demonstrate in
this paper that only few waypoints will be sufficient
to guarantee safe and flexible mobile robot navi-
gation. A target assignment strategy is also pro-
posed to perform autonomous navigation through
pre-defined waypoints. We will also demonstrate
that if we increase the number of these waypoints,
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the robot control performs as if we had applied com-
mon trajectory tracking control.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the
following section presents the studied problem. Sec-
tion 3 details the vehicle and target models, the
proposed control law, its stability properties and
setting the controller parameters. In Section 4 the
proposed target assignment strategy and the way-
point selection approach are described. Simulation
and experimental results are given in Section 5. A
study with a few navigation methods from the lit-
erature is also provided. Finally, Section 6 provides
a conclusion and perspectives for future studies.

2. Problem Statement

An important challenge in the field of au-
tonomous vehicles consists of ensuring safe and flex-
ible navigation in a structured environment (cf.
Fig. 1 and 2). In this work, safe navigation con-
sists in not crossing over the road limits and bump-
ing into obstacles while respecting the physical con-
straints of the vehicle. Flexible navigation consists
in allowing different possible movements to achieve
the task, while guaranteeing a smooth trajectory of
the vehicle. The main idea of the proposed work is
to guarantee both criteria simultaneously.

We consider the following scenario (cf. Fig. 2):

• The structured environment is a known road
map where the roads have a specific width wR.

Figure 2: Nominal scenario with a road map and the task to
achieve by the vehicle in its environment.

• The vehicle model (kinematic) is known.

• The vehicle starts at the initial pose Pi and
it has to reach the final pose Pf (in certain
conditions, Pi = Pf ).

As presented in section 1 and according to the
presented scenario, a safe reference path in static
environment can be obtained by different algo-
rithms such as Voronöı diagram [23], potential fields
[24] or others [12]. In our case, specific key positions
should be defined in the static environment, which
we name waypoints. Their numbers and configura-
tions in the environment are detailed in Subsection
4.2. Obviously, the waypoints can also be selected
from a pre-defined trajectory if available. Conse-
quently, the navigation problem is simplified to a
waypoint tracking problem, i.e, the vehicle is guided
by the waypoints (cf. Fig. 8) instead of following
a specific fixed path. The vehicle has thus to reach
each waypoint with a defined position, orientation
and velocity while satisfying distance and orienta-
tion error limits (Edis and Eangle respectively) to
perform safe navigation (cf. Subsection 3.4).

The proposed navigation strategy can be ex-
tended easily in order to deal with dynamic envi-
ronments, notably using the limit-cycle approach
[6] and [20]. This obstacle avoidance approach al-
lows to modify locally the movement of the robot
to avoid dangerous static or dynamic obstacles and
to come back to its initial plan. Nevertheless, it is
not the main focus of this paper.

Figure 3: Overview of the proposed navigation strategy.
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A single waypoint, defined as a set-point by its
position, orientation and velocity, is called a tar-
get. The control law to reach this target is designed
to generate smooth vehicle navigation. Moreover,
if the successive waypoints are close to each other
then the vehicle tends to perform trajectory track-
ing navigation (cf. Section 4 and Subsection 5.1.1).
Fig. 3 gives an overview of the proposed navigation
strategy. In this paper, waypoint selection (dashed
blue block in Fig. 3) is simplified (cf. Subsection
4.2) to focus on navigation strategy (Control law
and Target assignment blocks, cf. Section 3 and
Subsection 4.1 respectively) .

3. Target-reaching control

This section gives the details of the proposed con-
trol law, the proof of its stability and the tuning of
controller parameters.

3.1. Vehicle and target modeling

Our experimental vehicle (cf. Fig. 19) is devoted
to urban transportation. The vehicle moves on as-
phalt with a low velocity (less than 3 m/s). There-
fore, it appears quite natural to rely on a kinematic
model, and to assume pure rolling and non-slipping
at wheel ground contact. In such cases, vehicle
modeling is commonly performed, for instance re-
lying on a tricycle model as shown below (cf. Fig.
4):





ẋ = v cos(θ)
ẏ = v sin(θ)
θ̇ = v tan(γ)/lb

(1)

where OG and Om are respectively the origin of
the global and local reference frames, (x, y, θ) is the
pose (configuration state) at vehicle point Om, γ is
the orientation of the vehicle front wheels, v is the
linear velocity at vehicle point Om. lb and wb are
respectively the wheelbase and the track width of
the vehicle (cf. Fig. 4). Icc is the instantaneous
center of curvature of the vehicle trajectory. The
radius of curvature rc is given by:

rc = lb/ tan(γ) (2)

and cc = 1/rc is the curvature of the vehicle trajec-
tory.

Let us consider a dynamic target modeled as a
point with non-holonomic constraints (cf. Fig. 4).
This model allows us to use the general model of

Figure 4: Vehicle and target configuration in Global (XGYG)
and Local (XmYm) reference frames.

robot motion and also to simplify the controller
equations. Its kinematic characteristics are given
by: 




ẋT = vT cos(θT )
ẏT = vT sin(θT )
θ̇T = ωT

(3)

where vT and ωT are respectively the linear and
angular velocities of the target. The radius of cur-
vature is computed by rcT = vT /ωT . An impor-
tant consideration for target reaching is vT ≤ vmax
and rcT ≥ rcmin , where vmax and rcmin are respec-
tively the maximum linear velocity and the mini-
mum radius of curvature of the vehicle, given by
rcmin = lb/ tan(γmax). For static target reaching
(point stabilization, i.e., to reach a specific point
with a given orientation), ωT is considered equal
to zero and vT is not necessarily equal to zero;
vT is then considered as a desired velocity value
for the vehicle when it reaches the desired target
(xT , yT , θT ).

3.2. Control law

Before presenting the control law, let us introduce
the control variables of the system (cf. Fig. 5).
The errors with respect to the local frame (XmYm)
of the vehicle (ex, ey, eθ) between the desired pose
(xT , yT , θT ) and the current vehicle pose (x, y, θ)
are given by:




ex = cos(θ)(xT − x) + sin(θ)(yT − y)
ey = − sin(θ)(xT − x) + cos(θ)(yT − y)
eθ = θT − θ

(4)

A new error function eRT is added to the canon-
ical error system (4) (cf. Fig. 5). Let us first define
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the distance d and the angle θRT between the target
and the vehicle position as (cf. Fig. 5):

d =
√

(xT − x)2 + (yT − y)2 (5)
{
θRT = arctan ((yT − y)/(xT − x)) if d ≥ ξ
θRT = θT if d < ξ

(6)

where ξ is a small positive value (ξ ≈ 0).

The error eRT is related to the vehicle position
(x, y) with respect to the target orientation (cf. Fig.
5). It is defined as:

eRT = θT − θRT (7)

Furthermore, eRT can be written as a function of
ex, ey and eθ as:

tan(eRT ) = tan(eθ − (θRT − θ))

=
tan(eθ)− ey/ex
1 + tan(eθ)ey/ex

=
ex tan(eθ)− ey
ex + tan(eθ)ey

(8)

where tan(θRT − θ) = ey/ex (cf. Fig. 5). Hence,
eRT allows to consider an additional orientation er-
ror w.r.t. ex, ey and eθ, e.g., when eθ = 0 then
eRT = −ey/ex. The stabilization of this error al-
lows to decrease the lateral distance dl to zero (18)
(cf. Fig. 5), and to always have the robot in the
wake of the target.

The derivatives of the errors (4) and (7) can be

Figure 5: Control variables according to Lyapunov synthesis.

obtained using (1), (3), (5) and (6):

ėx = cos(θ)(ẋT − ẋ) + sin(θ)(ẏT − ẏ)

− sin(θ)(xT − x)θ̇ + cos(θ)(yT − y)θ̇

=− v + ey θ̇ + vT [cos(θT ) cos(θ) + sin(θT ) sin(θ)]

=− v + eyv tan(γ)/lb + vT cos(eθ) (9)

ėy =− sin(θ)(ẋT − ẋ) + cos(θ)(ẏT − ẏ)

− cos(θ)(xT − x)θ̇ − sin(θ)(yT − y)θ̇

=− exθ̇ − vT cos(θT ) sin(θ) + vT sin(θT ) cos(θ)

=− exv tan(γ)/lb + vT sin(eθ) (10)

ėθ = ˙θT − θ̇
= ωT − ω
=

vT
rcT
− v tan(γ)/lb (11)

ėRT = ˙θT − θ̇RT

=
vT
rcT
− d

dt

[
arctan

(
yT − y
xT − x

)]

=
vT
rcT
− vT sin(θT )(xT − x)− cos(θT )(yT − y)

d2

− −v sin(θ)(xT − x) + v cos(θ)(yT − y)

d2

=
vT
rcT
− vT ex sin(eθ)

d2
+
vT ey cos(eθ)

d2
− eyv

d2

(12)

The control law to reach a target (static or dy-
namic) is obtained using the Lyapunov stability
analysis framework. The desired linear velocity v
and the front wheel orientation γ of the vehicle
which lead the errors (ex, ey, eθ) to converge to zero
are chosen such that:

v = vT cos(eθ) + vb (13)
γ = arctan(lbcc) (14)

where vb and cc are given by:

vb =Kx [Kdex +Kld sin(eRT ) sin(eθ) +Ko sin(eθ)cc]

(15)

cc =
1

rcT cos(eθ)
+
d2Kl sin(eRT ) cos(eRT )

rcTKo sin(eθ) cos(eθ)
+Kθ tan(eθ)

+
Kdey −Kld sin(eRT ) cos(eθ)

Ko cos(eθ)
+
KRT sin2(eRT )

sin(eθ) cos(eθ)
(16)

K = (Kd,Kl,Ko,Kx,Kθ,KRT ) is a vector of
positive constants defined by the designer (cf. Sub-
section 3.4).
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3.3. Stability analysis

In this section, the stability of the error system
(9), (10), (11) and (12) is analyzed.

Assumption 1. The subsequent development is
based on the assumption that the initial values of
eRT and eθ satisfied:

eRT ∈ ]−π/2, π/2[ and eθ ∈ ]−π/2, π/2[ (17)

These conditions guarantee that the target is ahead
of the vehicle with respect to its orientation.

Theorem 1. The control law given by (13) and
(14) ensures that the differential system (9), (10),
(11) and (12) is asymptotically stable according to
Lyapunov-based analysis and if the Assumption 1 is
satisfied [25].

Proof. 1. The stability of the system is analyzed
using the Lyapunov method [25]. The proposed Lya-
punov function V , given by (18), is a function of
three parameters which depend on the distance d be-
tween the target and vehicle positions, the distance
dl from the vehicle to the target line (line which
passes through the target position with an orienta-
tion equal to the target orientation; this term is re-
lated to the Line of Flight and Sight of the target
[26]), and the orientation error eθ between the ve-
hicle and the target (cf. Fig. 5).

The candidate Lyapunov function V is a positive-
definite function [25] when considering (17). It is
given by:

V =
1
2
Kdd

2 +
1
2
Kld

2
l +Ko[1− cos(eθ)]

=
1
2
Kdd

2 +
1
2
Kld

2 sin2(eRT ) +Ko[1− cos(eθ)]

(18)

It can be written with respect to ex, ey as follows:

V =
1
2
(
e2x + e2y

)
[Kd+Kl sin2(eRT )]+Ko[1−cos(eθ)]

(19)
To guarantee the stability of the system, V̇ must

be negative-definite [25]. By taking the derivate of
(19) and using (9), (10), (11), (12), (13) and (14),

V̇ can be written:

V̇ =(exėx + ey ėy)[Kd +Kl sin2(eRT )]

+Kld
2 sin(eRT ) cos(eRT )ėRT +Ko sin(eθ)ėθ

=(ex [eyvcc − v + vT cos(eθ)] + ey [vT sin(eθ)− exvcc])·
[Kd +Kl sin2(eRT )] +Kld

2 sin(eRT ) cos(eRT )·
[
vT
rcT
− vT ex sin(eθ)

d2
+
vT ey cos(eθ)

d2
− eyv

d2

]

+Ko sin(eθ)

(
vT
rcT
− vcc

)
(20)

Substituting (13) in (20)

V̇ = [−exvb + vT ey sin(eθ)] [Kd +Kl sin2(eRT )]

+Kl sin(eRT ) cos(eRT )

[
d2 vT
rcT
− vT ex sin(eθ)− eyvb

]

+Ko sin(eθ)

[
vT
rcT
− vT cos(eθ)cc − vbcc

]

=
[
ey(Kd +Kl sin2(eRT ))− exKl sin(eRT ) cos(eRT )

]
·

vT sin(eθ) +
vT
rcT

[
d2Kl sin(eRT ) cos(eRT ) +Ko sin(eθ)

]

− vTKo sin(eθ) cos(eθ)cc − vb
[
ex(Kd +Kl sin2(eRT ))

]

− vb [eyKl sin(eRT ) cos(eRT ) +Ko sin(eθ)cc] (21)

Using (8) in the first and last terms of (21) and
factorizing the common terms, it holds that:

V̇ =vT sin(eθ)[Kdey −Kld sin(eRT ) cos(eθ)]

+
vT
rcT

[d2Kl sin(eRT ) cos(eRT ) +Ko sin(eθ)]

− vb[Kdex +Kld sin(eRT ) sin(eθ) +Ko sin(eθ)cc]

− vTKo sin(eθ) cos(eθ)cc (22)

Finally, using (15) and (16) in (22), we obtain:

V̇ =−Kx[Kdex +Kld sin(eRT ) sin(eθ) +Ko sin(eθ)cc]
2

− vTKoKθ sin2(eθ)− vTKoKRT sin2(eRT ) ≤ 0
(23)

Equation (23) shows that the system is stable
while the initial conditions (17) are satisfied. To
ensure the asymptotic stability of the proposed con-
trol law, V̇ has to be a negative-definite function.
Let us consider two cases, one where V̇ = 0 with
vT > ξ and another with vT = ξ, where ξ is a con-
stant value (ξ ≈ 0). Firstly, when vT > ξ and using
the initial assumption K > 0, it is straightforward
to show that ex, eθ, eRT are equal to zero to satisfy
(23); then according to (7), (6) and (17), d is equal
to zero (ey = 0). Hence, V̇ is equal to zero when
vT > ξ, only if (ex, ey, eθ) = (0, 0, 0).

Secondly, let us consider the case where vT = ξ.
The initial assumption is identical. Therefore, the
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second and third terms of (23) are equal to zero
when vT = ξ. Additionally, when vT = ξ (static
case) then we can consider rcT → ∞ (cf. Subsec-
tion 3.1); consequently the first term of V̇ is equal
to zero when:

Kdex +Kld sin(eRT ) sin(eθ) +Ko sin(eθ)cc = 0
(24)

Replacing (16) with rcT →∞ in (24), the following
expression is obtained:

0 =Kdex +Kld sin(eRT ) sin(eθ)
+ tan(eθ)[Kdey −Kld sin(eRT ) cos(eθ)]

+Ko sin(eθ)
[
Kθ tan(eθ) +

KRT sin2(eRT )
sin(eθ) cos(eθ)

]

=Kd[ex + ey tan(eθ)] +KoKθ
sin2(eθ)
cos(eθ)

+KoKRT
sin2(eRT )

cos(eθ)
(25)

Using (8) in (25), we finally obtain:

Kdd
cos(eRT )

cos(eθ)
+KoKθ

sin2(eθ)

cos(eθ)
+KoKRT

sin2(eRT )

cos(eθ)
= 0

(26)

Equation (26) exhibits quadratic terms. Con-
sequently, considering the initial conditions (17),
cos(eRT ) and cos(eθ) are greater than zero. There-
fore, all the terms of (26) are positive and they
must be equal to zero (i.e., d, eθ, eRT = 0, and
if d = 0 then ex, ey = 0). Hence, from (26), V̇
is equal to zero when vT = ξ and rcT →∞, only if
(ex, ey, eθ) = (0, 0, 0).

In conclusion, if vT > ξ or vT = ξ, V is always
strictly positive and V̇ is always strictly negative
while (ex, ey, eθ) 6= (0, 0, 0). Therefore, the system
is asymptotically stable while the initial vehicle con-
ditions (17) are satisfied. �

3.4. Safe target reaching

Synthesis of the proposed control law using a
Lyapunov function enables us to confirm its asymp-
totic stability. Nonetheless, it does not allow us to
obtain immediately the error values when the robot
is in the immediate vicinity of the target to reach.
The aim of this subsection is to determine a rela-
tion between the upper bound of the errors d and
eθ, denoted Edis and Eangle (cf. Fig. 5 and 8) and
the controller parameters K. Indeed, according to
these dynamics and considering that the vehicle and
target localization are always accurate, the values

Figure 6: Limit vehicle configuration for tuning controller
parameters.

of K enable the vehicle constraints (maximum ve-
locity, acceleration, steering, etc.) to be satisfied.
Our analysis consists in determining the minimum
di (cf. Fig. 6) which allows to satisfy at the same
time, the vehicle physical constraints and the er-
rors (d and eθ), when the vehicle reaches the tar-
get, which must be less or equal to the pre-defined
bounds Edis and Eangle respectively. Fig. 7 shows
the global scheme that we will apply, discussed sub-
sequently, to obtain the minimal initial distance di
while knowing K and eθo which will satisfy Edis
and Eangle.

The subsequent analysis considers a static target
(ẋT = ẏT = 0 and rcT → ∞) and a limit vehicle
configuration, eRT ≈ 0 and eθ ≈ −pi/2, i.e., the ve-
hicle has the maximum admissible orientation error
with respect to the target and the convergence will
be the slowest (cf. Fig. 6 and 5). This analysis will
allow reference values for the controller parameters
K to be obtained in the case of a dynamic target,
where the distance d between the vehicle and target
change more slowly than in the static target case.
The control law with the designed parameters K
will have thus more time to converge the system
errors to zero (4).

To simplify controller analysis, the errors in ori-
entation eθ and distance d are dealt separately.
Firstly, the orientation error is computed consider-

Figure 7: Block diagram of the analysis.
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ing enough initial distance di and eRT ≈ 0. These
considerations enable us to estimate the minimum
time to attain effectively Eangle (cf. Fig 6 and 8).
Using (13), (14) and (15) in (11), ėθ can be written
as:

ėθ =
vT
rcT
− v tan(γ)/lb (27)

=−
[
KxKdd

cos(eθ)
+KxKoKθ

sin2(eθ)

cos(eθ)

]
·

[
Kdey

Ko cos(eθ)
+Kθ tan(eθ)

]

=− Kx

Ko cos2(eθ)

[
Kdd+KoKθ sin2(eθ)

]
·

[Kdd sin(eθ) +KoKθ sin(eθ)]

=− Kx(Kdd+KoKθ)

Ko cos2(eθ)

(
Kdd+KoKθ sin2(eθ)

)
sin(eθ)

(28)

To solve the differential equation (28), let us in-
troduce the following notations A = Kdd, B =
KoKθ and C =

√
(A/B + 1). Hence, the solution

of (28) has the following form:

ln

[
tan(

eθ
2

)

(
C + cos(eθ)

C − cos(eθ)

)C/2]∣∣∣∣∣

eθ

eθo

= −KxAB

Ko
C2t

∣∣∣∣
t

0

(29)

The objective is to compute the time tf necessary
to obtain eθ value which is less than a given orien-
tation error threshold Eangle. Therefore, (29) can
be written as:

eθ = 2fθ(t,K, eθo) (30)

where:

fθ = tan
(eθo

2

)[ (C + cos(eθo))(C − 1)

(C − cos(eθo))(C + 1)

]C/2
e
−KxAB

Ko
C2tf

(31)

Indeed, for a specific parameter value K, if the
controller can reach the target (with eθ less than
Eangle for a time tf given according to (30)), then
for the same K parameters, eθ must be less than
Eangle for a time t > tf .

From (30), the orientation error eθ depends on
the initial orientation error eθo and the controller
parameters (Kd, Kx, Ko, Kθ). Moreover, Kd can
be chosen as a function of the initial distance as
Kd = 1/di, which allows us to obtain A ≤ 1. The
controller parameters are designed to obtain a fast
convergence rate, given by

tf = f−1
θ (Eangle,K, eθo) (32)

while taking into account vehicle constraints such
as maximum vehicle velocity vmax and minimum
radius of curvature rcmin .

Secondly, the time tf enables the maximum dis-
tance covered by the vehicle to be ascertained.
With this aim, we can set eRT = 0 and eθ = 0
(straight line to the target). Hence, (15) can be
written as

vb = KxKdd (33)

Introducing (9), (10), (13) and (33) in the derivative
of the distance, we obtain:

ḋ =(exėx + ey ėy)/d
=− exvb
=−KxKdd

∫ d

di

1/d ∂d =
∫ t

0

−KxKd ∂t ⇒ d = die
−KxKdt

(34)

From (34), the convergence of the distance depends
on Kx and Kd. Therefore, they are designed to
obtain di such that:

di = Edise
KxKdtf (35)

while taking into account vehicle constraints vmax
and rcmin . Simulations (cf. Subsection 5.1.1) will
validate the above approach. Moreover, (30) and
(35) show the relations between initial configura-
tion, controller parameters and error of reaching the
target. Therefore, for certain initial configuration
and defined error bounds, the controller parameters
can be obtained.

4. Navigation Strategy Based on Sequential
Target Assignment

The computation of a time-parameterized path
while taking into account different vehicle con-
straints and environment characteristics is time-
consuming [27], [28]. Different algorithms that
compute a safe path (without temporal reference)
[2], [12] require less computational time but provide
trajectories which do not ensure the safe navigation
of the vehicle. In the previous section, we showed
that the proposed control law guarantees that the
static or dynamic target will be reached. In the
following, a strategy to use a finite set of targets
(waypoints) to define the desired vehicle route is
presented.
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4.1. Sequential target assignment

The proposed strategy uses a sequence of sorted
waypoints disposed in the environment. The aim
of this sequence is to guarantee safe (cf. Subsec-
tion 3.4 and Subsection 4.2) and flexible naviga-
tion. An elementary method to select adequate
waypoints (target set-points (xTj , yTj , θTj , vTj )) to
perform a safe vehicle navigation in structured envi-
ronment is presented in Subsection 4.2. Each way-
point Tj (xTj , yTj ) is defined by the following pa-
rameters: Dj the euclidean distance between the
last waypoint Tj−1 (xTj−1 , yTj−1) and the current
waypoint Tj ; θTj is the orientation between Tj and
Tj+1 (xTj+1 , yTj+1):

θTj = arctan
(
(yTj+1 − yTj )/(xTj+1 − xTj )

)
(36)

The safety between the specified waypoints is
guaranteed by imposing Edist and Eangle (cf. Sub-
section 3.4). This allows to guide the vehicle when
it reaches the target Tj (cf. Fig. 8) in the appropri-
ate conditions to reach the next target Tj+1 while
also guaranteeing safe navigation between Tj and
Tj+1.

The strategy to assign the target point is shown
in Algorithm 1. The parameters of the control law
(cf. Subsection 3.2) enable the vehicle to reach the
next target point (cf. Section 5) while ensuring
that the vehicle trajectory is always within the road
limits (cf. Fig. 8). The error conditions (Ed and
Eangle) are used to allow switching to the next tar-
get, when the vehicle position enters a circle with a
radius equal to Edis and center (xTj , yTj ). The cur-
rent target is updated with the following waypoint
in the list and the vehicle starts the movement to
reach the new target. If the vehicle does not satisfy
the error conditions then the perpendicular line Lj
to the line which connects Tj and Tj+1 is used to

Figure 8: Description of waypoints and target assignment.

Algorithm 1 Sequential target assignment

Require: Vehicle pose, current target Tj and a set of
N sorted waypoints

Ensure: Switch between target set-points
1: if ( (d ≤ Edis and eθ ≤ Eangle) or (xTj ≥ 0) )
{ xTj is the coordinate of the vehicle in the local
Target frame XTjYTj (cf. Fig. 8) } then

2: Switch from the current target Tj to the next
sequential waypoint Tj+1

3: end if

switch to the next target when the vehicle crosses
this line (cf. Fig. 8).

It can be noticed that the proposed control law,
(13) and (14), is well suited to the navigation task.
It allows to reach each target with an assigned ve-
locity (13) (which can be different from zero con-
trary to [16]). The obtained robot movements
become smoother and thus appropriate for public
transportation.

4.2. Waypoint selection method

Waypoint selection consists in obtaining the min-
imum number of points (waypoints) on the road
to be successively reached by the vehicle to per-
form safe navigation. These waypoints are selected
considering a safe position on the road (as far as
possible from the road limits) and the reliability
of the obtained vehicle trajectory (smooth changes
between the successive points).

In this paper, the proposed waypoint selection
(cf. Algorithm 2) is maximally simplified to focus
only on the navigation strategy, i.e., target-reaching
control (cf. Section 3) and sequential target assign-
ment (cf. Subsection 4.1). Future studies will focus
on the optimization of the waypoints selection in
any kind of environment. Therefore, to provide a
complete framework to achieve the navigation strat-
egy, in this paper we will consider in the subsequent
discussion, the existence of a defined trajectory (in-
finite number of points); the aim of the method is to
select an appropriate number of points (waypoints).

The reference path can be obtained by differ-
ent algorithms [12] or by using a recorded vehicle
trajectory. Different criteria can be considered to
obtain the minimum number of straight lines that
closely fit the reference path. Criteria such as the
euclidean or curvilinear distance, orientation or ra-
dius of curvature between waypoints can be used
to fix the desired waypoints on the path. The dis-
cretized reference path r is composed of sorted po-
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Figure 9: Example of waypoint selection based on a reference
path and Algorithm 2.

sition ri = (xri , yri) and its tangent orientation θri .
The minimum number of straight line segments over
the defined path is then computed while consider-
ing a constant threshold ∆αmax for the orientation
variation of the path ∆α (cf. Algorithm 2).

Fig. 9 shows one vehicle trajectory and
the obtained waypoints using Algorithm 2 with
∆αmax = 5◦, 15◦ and 30◦ respectively. Obviously,
the switch between waypoints is smoother with a
small value of ∆αmax .

Algorithm 2 Waypoint selection based on existing
reference path

Require: Reference path r = (xr,yr) and ∆αmax ∈
R+

Ensure: Set of waypoints Sp
1: Init j = 0, rwj = r0 (initial position of r) and
θwj = θr0 (tangent of the point along trajectory r)

2: for ri ∈ r (sorted set of trajectory points) do
3: Compute ∆α = |θri − θwj |
4: if ∆α ≥ ∆αmax then
5: j = j + 1
6: Set rwj = ri and θwj = θri
7: Add wj(rwj , θwj ) to Sp
8: end if
9: end for

5. Proposal validation

This section presents a set of experiments to
demonstrate the efficiency of the control law for tar-
get reaching and autonomous navigation in a struc-
tured environment. Section 5.1 provides simulation
results to show the validity of our proposal. Sec-
tion 5.2 discusses experimental results applied to
an urban electric vehicle.

5.1. Simulation results
In these simulations different aspects, such as the

stability of the control law to reach a static target,
the flexibility of the navigation strategy based on
target assignment and the performance of the pro-
posed control law compared with other approaches
found in the literature, will be presented. The phys-
ical parameters of the urban vehicle VIPALAB (cf.
Fig. 19) modeled using tricycle kinematics (1) were
considered.

5.1.1. Target Reaching
The first simulation shows the performance

(safety, smoothness and convergence) of the control
law to reach a desired final configuration (pose and
velocity). For each simulation, the vehicle starts at
the same position but with different initial orienta-
tions.

This simulation validates the analysis presented
in Subsection 3.4, where the minimum di, obtained
for a limit vehicle configuration eθ ≈ π/2, al-
lows to satisfy the bound of the errors for other
initial configuration. The desired final configura-
tion is (xT , yT , θT ) ≡ (15, 4, 0◦) and vT = 1 m/s.
The controller parameters K are designed consid-
ering Edist ≤ 0.1 m and Eangle ≤ 5◦ using (35)
and (30). Hence, it is designed such that K =
(1/di, 0.6, 10, 0.1, 0.3, 0.01), di = 10.6 m is the mini-
mum initial euclidean distance to the target. These
parameters were chosen to obtain a safe and smooth
trajectory, faster response (tf ≈ 10.5 s (32)) and
velocity value within the limits of the vehicle (cf.
Subsection 3.4), which are vmax = 1.5 m/s and the
minimum radius of curvature rcmin = 3.8 m. Fig.
10 shows the trajectory of the vehicle for different
initial configurations. The orientation errors are
shown in Fig. 11. The Lyapunov function values
are shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 10 shows that the convergence of the sys-
tem depends on the initial orientation error. Fig.
11 shows that the system errors are bounded (30)
(black line) and converge to zero (cf. Subsection
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Figure 10: Trajectories of the vehicle for several initial ori-
entations.

-fÇ (t, K, eÇo)

fÇ (t, K, eÇo )

Figure 11: Orientation errors (eθ) for several initial vehicle
orientations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: (a) Different terms of the Lyapunov function (18)
and (b) Lyapunov function values for several initial orienta-
tions.

3.4). Furthermore, the Lyapunov function shows
asymptotic stability (cf. Fig. 12). Fig. 12(a)
shows the three terms of the Lyapunov function
(18) where the first term is 0.5Kdd

2, second term
is 0.5Kld

2
l and the third term is Ko[1 − cos(eθ)].

These figures show that the vehicle satisfies the
constraints (velocity, acceleration and steering) pre-
sented in Subsection 3.4.

Moreover, the case of successive target reaching
through a set of waypoints is analyzed. Two set
of waypoints selected from a reference trajectory
are used, one set has a distance between waypoints
equal to 2 m and the other equal to 4 m (cf. Fig.
13). Fig. 13 and 14 respectively, show the vehi-
cle trajectories and lateral and angular errors w.r.t.
the reference trajectory for two set of waypoints.
It can be noted that the obtained vehicle trajecto-
ries are close enough from the reference trajectory;
and as expected, the lateral and angular errors are
smaller when the fixed distance between the way-
points decreases. Therefore, the proposed naviga-
tion strategy and control law permits to the vehicle
to perform accurate trajectory tracking behavior if
the waypoints are close enough.

Figure 13: Vehicle trajectories for different distances be-
tween waypoints.

Figure 14: Errors w.r.t. reference trajectory for different
distances between waypoints.
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5.1.2. Comparison study
In this simulation, two common approaches to

follow a dynamic target by a tricycle are briefly
presented and compared with the proposed control
law. The comparison is focused on the position and
orientation errors and the convergence time. In the
sequel, the dynamic target is assumed to be another
identical urban vehicle. These two strategies are
briefly described below:

1. Approach based on a reference path: In
[29], a method for following a vehicle based on
a Frenet frame was developed (cf. Fig. 15). It
exploits the use of chained systems to separate
the lateral and longitudinal control. Therefore,
each controller can be designed independently.
The lateral control is obtained using chained
transformation (more details are given in [11]
and [21]). The longitudinal control consists in
keeping a specific curvilinear distance ds be-
tween the target and the vehicle. One draw-
back of this approach is the dependency on a
known reference path for the vehicle, i.e., if
the vehicle follows a dynamic target then the
target trajectory must be accurately known by
the vehicle.

2. Approach based on a target model: In
[21] and [22] a control law to track a reference
vehicle (target) is proposed. A variable trans-
formation to obtain the control is applied to
the error system and commands. The control
law is synthesized using a suitable Lyapunov
function (more details can be found in [21]).
The desired steering angle is computed by in-
tegration. Nevertheless, the control law con-
siders a non-zero linear target velocity, i.e, if
the target is static then the commands sent to
the vehicle are zero.

Figure 15: Vehicle modeling in a Frenet frame.

The approaches presented above are imple-
mented in simulation and compared to our pro-
posal. In order to do this, the main target (equiv-
alent to a Leader robot in formation control [30])
tracks a sinusoidal trajectory and the followers must
maintain a distance of 3 m w.r.t. this first robot,
i.e., the secondary target to be reached is located
at 3 m (curvilinear distance) from the main target
(cf. Fig. 16).

Fig. 16 and 17 show the trajectories and the con-
trol output of each vehicle (leader and followers). It
can be noticed that the proposed control law has a
similar performance to the controller based on a
reference trajectory (Frenet control).

Table 1 shows the convergence time to satisfy the
error threshold in distance dTarget and orientation
eθTarget with regards to the target pose (cf. Fig. 5).
The proposed control law has the smallest conver-
gence time to satisfy simultaneously both threshold
errors (maximum value between convergence time
of dTarget and eθTarget). The difference with the
Frenet control is equal to 1.81 s and with chained
system is equal 2.3 s.

Table 2 shows the convergence time to satisfy the
error threshold in distance yi and orientation θ̃ with
regards to the target trajectory (Frenet reference
frame XfYf (cf. Fig. 15)). The Frenet control has
the smallest convergence time to satisfy simultane-
ously both threshold errors, since it is dedicated to
follow the reference trajectory. However, there is
only a small difference (0.28 s) compared to our
proposal while our method uses only the current
pose of the target (thus more flexible).

The proposed control law was not designed to
take into account the reference trajectory, however
the obtained results are very close to those designed
for trajectory tracking. In addition to its accuracy,

Table 1: Comparison with dynamic target pose (Fig. 5)

Time [s] to always keep:

dTarget < 0.15 m |eθTarget | < 5◦

Proposed control 13.17 s 4.24 s
Frenet control 14.98 s 3.92 s
Chained control 15.47 s 6.62 s

Table 2: Comparison of the errors defined according to
Frenet reference frame (Fig. 15)

Time [s] to always keep:

|yi| < 0.15 m |θ̃| < 5◦

Proposed control 3.33 s 4.14 s
Frenet control 2.93 s 3.86 s
Chained control 10.22 s 10.57 s12



Figure 16: Trajectory of the leader and followers (proposed control law, Frenet control [11] and Chained system [21]).

Figure 17: Control output.

the proposed control law has more flexibility (cf.
Section 3) to perform the autonomous navigation
of the vehicles. Indeed, we need only to know the
current pose and dynamics of the target instead of
all recorded trajectory.

5.2. Experimental results

The navigation strategy was also experimented
with a pair of real urban vehicles to perform dy-
namic target reaching. The scenario was built to
show different situations, such as: multi-vehicle
navigation in formation, static and dynamic target
reaching and obstacle avoidance situation.

5.2.1. Testbed and scenario
Navigation was performed in a structured en-

vironment named PAVIN (Plate-forme d’Auvergne
pour Véhicules INtelligents) (cf. Fig. 18). The pro-
posed strategy was implemented using VIPALAB
urban vehicles (cf. Fig. 19). This vehicle carry dif-
ferent embedded proprioceptive and exteroceptive
sensors such as odometers, gyrometer, steering an-
gle sensor and an RTK-GPS (more details are given
in [31]). In these experiments, each vehicle uses a

combination of RTK-GPS and gyrometer to esti-
mate its current position and orientation at a sam-
ple time of Ts = 0.1 s (cf. Table 3). The vehicles
have a range sensor (LIDAR) with a maximum de-
tected range equal to 10 m. These sensors provide
enough accurate data w.r.t. the vehicle dynamic.

Table 3: VIPALAB platform (cf. Fig. 19)

Elements Description

Chassis (l, w, h)= (1.96, 1.30, 2.11) m

Computer
Intel Core i7, CPU:1.73 GHz

RAM:8Go
OS(32bits):Ubuntu12.04

RTK-GPS NacTechGPS, accuracy: 2 cm
framerate: 10 Hz

Gyrometer Xsens MTi, accuracy: 0.2◦/s fram-
erate: 2 KHz

Proprioceptive

sensors

Steering angle, resolution: 0.02◦

framerate: 50 Hz

Linear speed, resolution: 0.1 m/s
framerate: 50 Hz

Figure 18: PAVIN experimental platform. (a) to (f) corre-
spond to the locations shown in Fig. 19.
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Figure 19: Some images from the performed experiment.

Indeed, in these experiments, the vehicles move at
maximum velocity of 1.5 m/s due mainly to the rel-
ative short dimensions of the used urban platform
(cf. Fig. 18). Moreover, the vehicles communicate
by WI-FI, enabling the transmission of the leader’s
pose data.

5.2.2. Results analysis
Experiments were carried out to show the per-

formance of the proposed control law and target
assignment strategy using waypoint selection based
on Algorithm 2 (with ∆αmax = 15◦) on an already
defined reference trajectory. The Leader vehicle has
to reach successively static waypoints. Moreover,
the proposed control law was implemented in an-
other vehicle (Follower) which takes the first vehicle
(Leader) as dynamic target to track at a curvilin-
ear distance equal to 5 m (behind the Leader). The
tracking of the dynamic target allows to apply the
proposed control law to multi-robot systems where
the dynamic set-point is given by the leader and the
desired geometric formation shape [32]. The config-
uration of the dynamic target is sent by the Leader
to the Follower via WI-FI. This experiment can be
found online1.

Furthermore, to exhibit the flexibility of the pro-
posed navigation strategy, a scenario with the pres-
ence of an obstacle is presented (cf. Fig. 19). An
obstacle is placed between the waypoints. As men-
tioned in Section 2, the proposed strategy can eas-
ily integrate the obstacle avoidance behavior (cf.

1http://maccs.univ-bpclermont.fr/uploads/Profiles/VilcaJM/Navigation.avi

Fig. 3). Therefore, the vehicle can perform differ-
ent maneuvers between waypoints, in this case the
obstacle avoidance without the use of any trajec-
tory replanning method. The used obstacle avoid-
ance method is based on limit-cycles as given in [6],
[20] and [32]. It was selected because it is a sta-
ble and robust method which could use only local
information from range sensors. Let us briefly in-
spect this method (for more details see [6] and [20]).
A limit-cycle is a reactive safe trajectory which en-
closes the hinder obstacle. According to that, the
vehicle avoids the obstacle while tracking the di-
rection of the limit-cycle trajectories. The obstacle
avoidance is activated as soon as the vehicle detects
at least one obstacle which can hinder the future ve-
hicle movements toward the current assigned way-
point [20] and [33].

It can be seen in Fig. 20(a) that the Leader
reaches accurately the successive static waypoints
successfully and the Follower tracks accurately also
the dynamic target (Leader). Moreover, the Fol-
lower trajectory using the proposed control law is
close to the leader trajectory (cf. Fig. 20(a)). Fig.
20(b) focuses on the vehicles’ trajectories when the
obstacle avoidance is activated. The Leader detects
the hinder obstacle between the waypoints and it
applies the reactive limit-cycle method [20], [33].
The Follower avoids also the obstacle since it tracks
accurately the Leader trajectory. It can be noted
that the proposed navigation strategy allows flexi-
ble and smooth movements between the waypoints
and also to perform different behaviors, such as:
obstacle avoidance, emergency stop or waypoint re-
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(a) Vehicle trajectories. (b) Obstacle avoidance.

Figure 20: Vehicle trajectories obtained using GPS and a set of waypoints positioned in the environment using Algorithm 2
(∆αmax = 15◦).

assignment.

Fig. 21 shows the velocity and steering angle
of the vehicles. These actual values have been fil-
tered, during the experimentation, using an Ex-
tended Kalman Filter (EKF) to reduce the sensor
noise. Fig. 22 and 23 show the Lyapunov func-
tion values which highlight that each vehicle is sta-
ble and it converges to each static waypoint for the
Leader and to the dynamic target for the Follower.
Therefore, smooth, flexible and safe trajectories for
the vehicles were obtained.

Figure 21: Control output (real experiment).

Figure 22: Lyapunov function of the leader (based on static
waypoint reaching).

Figure 23: Lyapunov function of the follower (based on dy-
namic target tracking).
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6. Conclusion

This paper has presented a novel safe and flex-
ible control strategy based on target reaching for
the navigation of autonomous vehicles in structured
environment. A control law was presented and syn-
thesized using a suitable Lyapunov function, which
takes into account the position, the angle between
the robot and the target, and its orientation with
respect to set-points. Moreover, it enables static
and dynamic target reaching. The stability of the
overall control architecture was proved using a suit-
able Lyapunov function based on a new set of vari-
ables. A sequential target assignment strategy to
perform safe navigation was also proposed. It is
based on target switching using appropriate refer-
ence frames, linked to the current selected waypoint
and to the next one in the list. This target assign-
ment strategy enables a smooth and flexible vehi-
cle trajectory while satisfying an upper bound on
distance and orientation errors (to not collide with
the boundary of the environment). An elementary
waypoint selection method was also presented to
perform safe and smooth trajectories. Simulations
and experiments using real urban vehicles show
the efficiency and the flexibility of the proposed
control strategy for the navigation of urban vehi-
cles. Furthermore, different target-reaching meth-
ods from the literature were presented and their
performances were compared with the proposed
control law. These comparisons showed the inter-
esting features of the proposed control law in term
of stability and flexibility for different tasks.

In future works, a robust analysis will be devel-
oped to determine the sensor inaccuracy effects on
our control law. Different methods to obtain the
optimal number of waypoints on the road map will
be developed. In addition, this strategy will be ap-
plied to high dynamic multi-vehicle system based
on the combination of virtual structure and Leader-
Follower approaches.
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Highlights:  

 Novel control strategy based on static/dynamic target reaching for autonomous 

navigation. 

 Control law is synthesized using a Lyapunov function based on a new set of variables. 

 Interesting properties of the control law in term of stability and flexibility. 

 Sequential target assignment strategy allows performing safe navigation. 

 Experiments using actual vehicles and several simulations show the advantages of the 

proposal. 

 


